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The importance of company culture…

According to HR
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Kristof-Brown, Zimmerman & Johnson, 2005

A mismatch between the values of an individual

and the values of the organization (person-organization 

fit) /

team (person-team fit) / manager (person-supervisor fit)

has an impact on:

- Job satisfaction

- Engagement

- Employee turnover intentions
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The importance of company culture…

According to Science



Assessing fit in a traditional way can be problematic…

1. Assessment is often based on the official company values (instead of 

the actual values).

2. Values can differ within an organization, between teams and 

individual managers. 

3. During an interview most interviewers test person-interviewer fit, 

rather then person-organization fit.

4. Non-systematic screening on a complex concept as values/culture can 

lead to biases and discrimination. 
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An evidence-based approach to assessing fit…

25 value models from 

the international 

academic literature were 

screened & analyzed.

14 professional
values were retained.

And (mis)fit on those values 

was tested on its correlation 

with performance, 

engagement and turnover 
intention. 
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Our R&D is solid as a rock.

Prof. Dr. Timothy A. Judge

Alutto Chair in Leadership Effectiveness, 

Executive Director Ohio State University

Prof. Dr. Joeri Hofmans

R&D Director of Twegos

Associate Professor at Vrije Universiteit Brussel
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Research among 1,547 employees 

+2 years of R&D…
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Objective, algorithmic and digital approach.

(Bottom-up) 
measurement of 

actual values

Measurement of 
values of 
applicant

Algorithmic
comparison of 
applicant and
organization / 

team / manager

Fit-report 

96%

Completion rate

14:52 min

Average time spend
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Adding ‘value’ throughout the entire employee 

life cycle.

Value Fit is adding value throughout the entire 

employee life cycle.
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Reduce turnover 

by hiring better fits
DECREASE 
TURNOVER

Reduction of staff turnover
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High fits are 3.5 times more likely to be a top performer 

then medium fits

And 2 times less likely to get an insufficient score

Fit score Top score Average Insufficient

Very High + High 21% 75% 4%

Medium 6% 86.5% 7.5%

Recruit

better performers
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1. Gain insight into which values really live in the organization (actual 

values)

1) Which values are (un) important?

2) About which values there is consensus?

2. get an overview of the candidate's values

1) Do not limit yourself to the official organization values

2) Take social desirability into account

3. Evaluate fit or misfit at different levels

1) With organization

2) With team 

3) With supervisor (s)

4. Protection against biases from your evaluation

Executive Summary

REQUIRES A 

DIGITAL ALGORITHMIC VIEW 

ON ORGANIZATIONAL VALUES 

AND CULTURE
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Read our article in HBR about culture fit 

(misconceptions)

https://hbr.org/2019/09/hiring-for-culture-fit-doesnt-have-to-undermine-diversity
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Create your own profile

https://recruit.twegos.com/community
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